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2h16m39s Enders Alright. The next one is uh report for the endorsement of the Draft-
Huon Valley Local Provisions Schedule, LPS-HUO-TPS and for its 
submission to the Tasmanian Planning Commission (TPC) with the 
supporting report, appendices, and draft LPS maps, and overlays. 
Agenda number 17.009/21. 
 
[inaudible discussion from unidentified parties] 
 
Ohhh. Thank you! Should have put that on the next page 
shouldn’t’ve I? 
 
I now advise that Council is acting as a Planning Authority as at? 
 
 

02h17m09s Rustell 8:15 [pm] 
02h17m10s Enders Thank you very much, Sandy[Rustell] and Deputy Mayor Doyle.  

 
In accordance with provisions of part two of the regulations 25 of 
the Local Government Meeting Procedures Regulations 2015, the 
Council will now act as a Planning Authority pursuant to the Land 
Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 and we’re now on the report 
as we just mentioned before ahh which is to do with the Local 
Provisions Schedule. Agenda number 17.009/21. Do I have a 
councillor to move a motion? Yes, Cr. Campbell and a seconder by 
Cr. O’May. 
 
Cr. Campbell do you have any opening remarks, please?     

02h17m45s Campbell Thank you, Mayor. 
 
Uhhh. I’d like to say, that there’s been a huge amount of work done. 
Which I’m very thankful for. My main concern is that… I suppose it 
was a bit like we were talking about the Finance Committee. Being 
expected to read so much and as a Planning Authority we’re 
required to understand what we’re passing.  
 
To be quite frank, it’s too difficult.  
 



There’s just too much information umm to possibly get through and 
understand at a level that someone like the Director can 
understand.  
 
And that’s a concern to me because I can’t in all honesty say that 
umm I understand what I’m looking at. And that’s a dilemma for me. 
A moral dilemma because I’m actually… I can’t actually support 
something that I’m umm actually not really all over. And that is 
something that you know concerns me. 
 
So, I just wanted to put that out there and I respect the amount of 
work that gone into it. I can see it [the report files] right beside you, 
Director [laughs hear from the Director]. But when I see you’ve been 
spending a long time getting that together, and you know we’ve 
gotta, er you know, a USB, that we have no way. I had no way of 
getting through or even you know, digging into all the different 
Schedules, Provisions, it’s just a dilemma for me.  
 
So I just wanted to say that but no disrespect to the work that’s 
been done.  
 
    

02h19m36s Enders Thank you…[inaudible chatter]… you can do that, yeah and then 
we’ll go to other questions, thank you.  

02h19m38s Chiu Yeah, Thank you, Mayor. 
 
Uhh well, I really do appreciate the uhh those, those challenges, Cr. 
Uhh Yep. [laughing] I feel for you and it is a very big ask.  
 
I guess I’d just bring you back to I know it was some time ago when 
we held the detailed workshop on it. Where we.. I think the easiest 
thing to focus on is that um the stage that we’re at now is to get the 
Draft ready following the State mandated Guidelines in how we 
apply the zones um and then getting that to the TPC to a point 
which they’re comfortable. That it’s ready and that they give us the 
authority to put that out for the consultation.  
 
20,000 properties, you… [laughing] you can’t review 20,000 
properties and have confidence that yeah each of these individual 
properties are checked and that they are all at the right zone. I 
mean obviously, that that’s totally unrealistic.  
 
I think the focus is on about being comfortable that as per those 
workshops, the legislative requirements that we have, the 
Guidelines that we have to follow that we are following those 
processes and those Guidelines and I think that’s the best thing to 
focus on to give you that competence/[confidence?]. 
 
Umm I appreciate a lot of this is pretty dense. Umm [there is ] a lot 
of legislative requirements through there. We do have to get this to 
a point in which the Tasmanian Planning Commission will accept it. 



Umm you have had most of this information previously when you 
approved  the previous Draft submission. We’ve just had to repeat 
all of it because it’s another… because it’s the revised submission 
that’s going through. 
 
If you go through to the tables on pages 29, 30 and 31 that provides 
you with I guess ahh a umm, a briefer summary of what’s changed 
since the previous Draft that you’ve approved. Ahh which 
potentially makes life a little bit easier in terms of trying to get your 
head around a um yes, massive amount of documentation.  
 
I guess it’s just important to recognise, you know as we were talking 
about before that this isn’t the public consultation process. We need 
to wait until the TPC gives us that authority. I suspect [laughing] but 
I hope there’s not but I suspect [laughing] there would still be 
further revisions that the TPC would require. Umm once they give us 
that authority though, that goes out for the 60 day consultation 
period and there’s a very uhh um structured approach to doing that 
an like I was saying before we’d be very keen to get that information 
out to as broader public as we can and make that as easily 
accessible as we can where anyone in the community can make a 
representation and attend the public hearings. As can anyone in this 
room [can] do as well if you choose are brought up during this 
process as well.     
 

02h22m09s Campbell Thank you very much, Director. I think that’s reassuring because 
basically umm it seems that it will come back for community 
consultation and that, that’s reassuring for me because that’s where 
I’m an elected member but you know the community are the ones 
who really have that have that opportunity and that’s the most 
important thing for me so thanks for that.  

02h22m35s Enders Thank you. So I have Cr. O’May, then Cr. Willson, then Cr. Gibson. 
 
Cr. O’May  

02h22m40s O’May Ahh. Thank you, Mayor. Umm. I’d just like to comment.  
 
I totally agree with Cr. Campbell’s comments and uhh upon speaking 
with the Director on Monday’s workshop, I understand from the 
Director that the Policy that we’ve been asked to approve is a uhh Is 
a policy that we’ve been direct to by the powers that be, but where 
it falls down for me uuhm on our discussion was when it comes back 
to the people there will be a time period in which people can um 
either comment, object or do whatever in relation to the changes 
and there will be a website up which will indicate which changes will 
be to various areas. 
 
As I represent a considerable amount of farmers, some of which 
don’t even own a computer, let alone know what a website is, 
they’re going to be asked to read [an] amount of literature that we 
don’t even have enough paper in this building to print so we’ve got 
it on a memory stick. I really feel that we’ve got the bull by the tail a 



bit. We should have the overview plans to take to the people and 
specifically as you have indicated, Director that there’s probably 
40,000 properties… 20,000 properties whatever the number is. The 
people should have an opportunity to be able to comment with a 
decent amount of time umm that’s unrestricted.  
 
And it's really up to [the] governing bodies to present it to the 
people in a fair basis that potentially don’t own a computer or 
wouldn’t know what a website is. Whether it has to be a mail out. 
Whether people have to physically sit down and look at which 
properties could be potentially implicated here and specifically, farm 
land, agricultural land ummm land which is close to development 
areas. There could be a whole suite of changes here that people are 
just totally unaware of.  
 
So personally, for myself I agree with Cr. Campbell I cannot, and this 
came around last year. I can not endorse something that I don’t 
know what I’m talking about. I mean we’ve always been told, don’t 
sign something if you don’t totally fully understand it and know 
what’s going on. So, I really believe that we’re in a situation here 
where we’ve got the bull by the tail and we should ask for some 
decent umm information to be able to be passed on to the 
participants that it’s going to implicate. That’s just where I feel. 
 
 

02h26m01s Enders Before we go on to the next question umm just responding. I can 
see that you’re ready to respond, Luke[Chiu] to Cr. O’May 
reiterating concerns of Cr. Campbell. In your mind, what different 
methods of communication including face-to-face, which doesn’t 
impinge on the 60 days, that’s what I’m hearing here at the table is 
that councillors would like to seen an opportunity for property 
owners to be able to engage with staff face-to-face umm to umm 
umm and visualise what impacts on their properties but prior to the 
60 days is what I’m hearing, thank you.    

02h26m48s Chiu Yeah. I think it’s the prior to the 60 days that’s probably the 
challenge, here. Umm and I think there’s overlapping issues there 
with what’s been requested in terms of thinking that this is public 
consultation material, which it really isn’t. This is the material to go 
to the TPC for them to endorse that it is ready for the consultation.  
 
I don’t think, Mark that there will be many, if anyone in the 
community that wants to or needs to read any of these background 
strategic documents… I mean there might be a few that are 
interested in it [laughs]. But I don’t think there will be many.  
 
I think what most property owners will want to do is go, “I live at 
this spot, What’s my zone going to be and what’s my code overlays 
going to be?”, and that will be the focus of the information that will 
be presented to people during that consultation period. And granted 
what you said, some people won’t have computer access. Totally 
agree. That’s why a system would be set up where it’s very easily 



accessible by anyone. So, they might have friend or a colleague that 
might look that up for them but equally they might just ring the 
Council up and say, “hey. I live at xxx street. Do you have the 
information as to what my property is being proposed to be zoned 
as?”, and our staff here will tell them what that answer is if they 
can’t access a computer, themselves. 
 
Hopefully most people have that access because we don’t [want to] 
get flooded by 20,000 phone calls [laughing] but there’s no issues at 
all with some people that don’t have that access doing that.   
 
The issue with going out prior to the 60 days whilst on the face of it 
is, sounds like, “yeah well that will be positive. Give people all the 
time in the world” there are a couple of issues with it. One is if we  
go out prior to the TPC endorsing what they’re happy with, it will be 
different information. So, people are potentially going to come to us 
and go, “hey my property is going to be zoned as this” but it may not 
be because we still haven’t got to that point with the TPC, yet where 
they say, “we’re happy with all of this”. So, you’re potentially getting 
people doing research and working out what their property is that 
won’t actually be it when the TPC actually accepts us to put out.  
 
The second and even more significant issue is you’re actually doing a 
disservice to those people because if someone comes to me now or 
anytime before this 60 day period and says, “Hey, I’ve got some real 
concerns with my property potentially being zoned as this and I 
really want it to be zoned as that and I’ve got all these strategic 
reasons as why it should be.” They feel as though they’ve passed 
that information on and it will be heard and listened to. The reality 
is, that can’t be considered unless they submit that as a formal 
representation during that 60 day period. So, you’re actually hurting 
people’s ability, or risking their ability to make a representation that 
counts. That is actually has to be considered. So, you really do need 
to follow… my strong advice would be that you really need to follow 
the very clear statutory process that’s outlined. I mean a 60 day 
period is a pretty solid period for consultation. 
 
We will do a lot of media like I’ve said before I’m more than happy 
to workshop with you Councillors and discuss with you Councillors 
around strategies as to how we get that message out there. What 
tools we use. What methodologies we use including online, people 
coming in, phone calls. The rest of it because we genuinely want 
that message to get out to people.  
 
I’m not keen to contact specific properties and specific zones to say, 
“oh you know, this zone is going and this zone is changing” because 
as I was talking about before, this is a completely new planning 
scheme. So even if you are going to a zone that appears similar it is 
still different. The provisions are different. The codes are different. 
The exemptions are different. The allowable uses in the zones are 
different. Every property in the municipal area is affected by the 



introduction of the new planning scheme. So, the best thing we can 
do is put that message out there as broadly as we can to the entire 
Huon Valley Community to let them know when that process is 
coming. How to make a representation and how to address those 
matters. I think that’s the best thing we can do.  

02h30m43s Enders Thanks, Luke [Chiu]. I appreciate that. 
 
The next one is Cr. Wilson and then Cr. Gibson. 
 
Cr. Wilson. 

02h30m50s Wilson Thank you, Mayor. Yes.  
 
Look I totally agree with where uhh Cr. Campbell is coming from on 
this. But I’d also like to state that we’re elected members, we’re not 
possibly going to understand this sort of information we’re trying to 
apprehend here, tonight. 
 
I think we have a very professional, Director that is advising us and I 
think we have to listen to that advice very strongly. That’s what he’s 
trained in and that’s what he does. We’ve got to listen to that advice 
as I’ve said. We’re not planners. We’re not. So, we’ve got to listen to 
the advice that is coming to us. Thank you.  

02h31m26s Enders Thank you. Cr. Gibson. 
02h31m28s Gibson Umm I was going to ask a question about what proportion of the 

properties in the Huon municipal area don’t follow a ‘like-for-like’ 
transfer and umm I notice as I was going through some of them 
when they you know when they don’t have a ‘like-for-like’ there 
seems to be quite a lot of discretion about which way... I mean I was 
just looking at the Rural Resource and some of them are going to 
Rural and some of them are going to Landscape uhh Landscape 
Protection I think it’s called or something like that… Conservation 
yeahhh. So, I guess the level of discretion is what I’m trying to 
gauge.   

02h32m16s Chiu Ahh Yeah. Look. There’s not necessarily much discretion there’s the 
the the TPC Guideline 1 the Zone Application Guidelines are the key 
document we have to follow which steps out which zone should be 
applied to which properties under which circumstances. Um so we 
have to follow them, strictly and that’s a [State] Government 
mandated guideline.  
 
The other question that I think I alluded to before, which is really 
every single property in the Huon Valley is impacted by the new 
planning scheme. It’s not a ‘like-for-like’ process like the Interim 
Planning Scheme was. This is an entirely new planning scheme. So 
even if you are moving to a zone that appears ‘like-for-like’ there 
will be differences. So, the degree at which a property is impacted is 
hugely variable from property to property. Uhh so I can’t really just 
give you a fig… like we. I mean [laughing] it’s 100% of properties that 
have some impact of the introduction of the new planning scheme. 
The level of that impact is enti…. Is hugely variable from property to 



property depending on. Some of the zones don’t even exist 
anymore. So, they have to transition to another zone.  
 
But in other ones even umm there’s a Rural and an Agricultural Zone 
that’s not a Rural Resource and a Significant Agricultural Zone and 
there are differences between those zones. So even if you are 
moving from Rural Resource to Rural that’s still not a ‘like-for-like’. 
It’s similar but it’s different. There are different codes and different 
provisions there are different allowable uses and different 
exemptions. So I think it’s important that we just get the message to 
everybody that if this is something that you’re interested in, and 
you’re concerned about [that]. Review your property and if you’ve 
got a concern with it, make a submission.       

02h33m49s Gibson My concern is as much not just about your own property but about 
how… what changes are being made to our towns and to our rural 
areas and what the effects, those sort of effects so.   

02h34m05s Chiu Yeah, the reality is, though. That the State Planning Provisions. The 
SPPs are what you can do in all of those zones were set years ago 
and they’re not open for question or for for assessment at this part 
of the process. I mean that ship has sailed. Umm so yeah all we are 
all we are … The part of the process we are at now is to use those 
guidelines, the guidelines to say well, “the Guidelines say that this 
property should be applied to this zone”, following those Guidelines. 
So I appreciate that there are some broader concerns around 
whether or not the original SPPs are right but that ship has sailed.    

02h34m45s Gibson But when I guess back to when you were talking about when regard 
to uhh communicating to the community I mean this the equivalent 
to, in my view, the equivalent to the rezoning of whole areas which 
normally would take, you know you would have enormous 
community engagement and feedback from. So, I don’t know how 
much that community feed back will actually be listened to and 
umm incorporated. It’s hard to know.    

02h35m18s Chiu Yeah, it’s difficult to talk about what where any feedback would end 
up going because I can’t talk on behalf of the Commission but 
certainly there’s a very structured process for for representations to 
be considered and public hearings and the like to have that heard 
and thrashed out. So, there is certainly the process there. 
 
Like with all the planning things people obviously have to raise a 
matter that is supported by the Guidelines. So, you can’t just show 
up and say, “hey. I want my property zoned as that”, because it 
would be better for me [laughs]. You have to follow the strategic 
case and the Guidelines. It’s similar with the DA process. If it just 
says “I don’t like it”, it’s not really help. Yeah.      

02h36m04s Enders Thank you. Cr. Campbell. 
02h36m07s Campbell Ahh yes. My question is really through you, Mayor to the Director. 

 
I suppose it is on that question of ahh things have been set down by 
the SPP you know how much will submission, you know, be heard?  
 



I suppose that’s a bit of a concern because there’s quite strict rules 
obviously with a completely new planning scheme. 
 
And the other question I would like to ask is in considering this, 
tonight, is it possible to get an undertaking to umm you know, umm 
approve what you’re asking for with the proviso that we have a 
workshop that I think that would for me, satisfy a lot more of the 
concerns and I just feel that that’s something I’d really like to put 
forward if that’s possible.  

02h37m14s Enders To the General Manager. 
02h37m15s Wardlaw Certainly. Definitely, having a workshop around the community 

engagement phase. That should be a given without any need to 
adjust your motion and we would definitely be coming back to talk 
to you about that at the appropriate time.   

02h37m30s Campbell Can we workshop…When is this due in, Director? 
02h37m32s Chiu The TPC has been riding us [laughs] to get it in ASAP. We’ve sought 

an extension to bring it to this Council meeting. Certainly, the 
workshop that we’ve talked about is about how are we going to 
engage with the community, no issues at all if you want to talk more 
broadly around the processes and the application of the Guideline 
and the like if you’d like to discuss that further.  

02h37m59s Campbell Yes I would, Thank you.  
02h38m02s Enders Yes. Thank you Cr. Newall then Cr. Lovell, Thank you. 
02h38m03s Newall I’d just like to say on this I’ve sort of through the last 20 years done 

various developments from Dover through to Huonville with 
properties and this planning scheme has been coming for that whole 
time, virtually. If we keep holding this up we are holding 
development up and keeping this valley from going forward. There’s 
so many people like me that have been put off from doing things 
because we’re waiting for the new planning scheme. We’re waiting 
for the new planning scheme. It needs to happen you know.  
 
We’ve been assured that we’re going to have a workshop on it 
we’ve been assured that this is just a draft. I don’t understand why 
we just with all this backwards of forwards all the night. I think it’s 
been explained really well, Luke [Chiu]. Thanks.   

02h38m45s Enders I think just to clarify. It’s actually been the discussions at the table 
and the questions that has gotten us to this point so, we’re actually 
confirming that there’s actually a workshop. So, I think everybody’s 
contribution has been valid. Thank you very much Luke [Chiu] for 
your responses. Umm Cr. Lovell, Thank you.  

02h39m01s Lovell Through you, Umm I just want to say I appreciate that amount of 
work that’s gone into this. It’s massive and you’re right Cr Campbell 
looking at that USB there’s no way any one of us were going to get 
through that and know it all.  
 
But in saying that, I was happy with the process and the summary 
that you had provided and at the workshop as well was detailed 
enough for me to be confident that you’ve done your best and your 
team has done your best for our Huon Valley and what’s specific to 



us. So, I guess I’m confident that this Draft umm is the best that you 
can come up with. So, yeah I’d like to say I’m happy.   

02h39m49s Enders Thank you. Umm That has to be a question, Cr. O’May if you do. 
02h39m54s O’May Ahh yes, Thank you Mayor. Question to the Director, again. 

In regards to the umm the overlays and the parameters, do you 
have any idea on who set the terms of reference. Was it a 
combination of developers, rural input, councillor input. We’ve been 
asked to approve a process here and as Cr. Newell has just indicated 
we’re potentially holding up development but that’s from a 
developer’s point of view.  
 
From a rural point of view, we want to be careful on what we’re 
developing as far as rural land [is concerned]. So, all I’m asking is do 
we have an indication on the terms of reference? Who set the terms 
of reference? Was there a body of people? Are we privy to that 
body of people to know where this push of change.  I quote change, 
is coming from?     

02h40m55s Wardlaw Through you Mayor. 
I guess the answer somewhat [of that is that that is] it’s driven by 
the parliament, the State Parliament of Tasmania and obviously 
we’re on a process that’s as Cr. Newell has described many years 
ago. I think Cr. [Collins?] was Planning Minister at the time when it 
started and we took a new direction with the State Planning Scheme 
back in around about the election in 2014.  
 
There was a taskforce set up and the membership at the moment is 
elusive but there was a taskforce that was set up to start guiding the 
State Planning Provisions and those sorts of things but it was very 
much driven by the parliament and the minister of the day but it 
certainly was a taskforce and I’m sure that was representative of a 
lot of stakeholders and I’d be surprised if the rural people weren’t 
involved with that taskforce.  
 
But I don’t have the details in front of me but certainly I guess the 
answer to your question is that it was parliament and through that 
taskforce to get to a point where are looking at putting in a LPS to 
support the State Planning Scheme.   

02h41m55s Enders Thank you, General Manager. 
If there’s no other questions we’ll wrap this one up.  
 
Ok so I’ll put the motion. All those in favour please raise your hand 
and that’s ... a.. you don’t have to if you don’t want to. Ok so that’s 
Mayor Enders, Dept. Mayor Doyle, Cr. Wilson, Cr. Lovell, Cr. Prince, 
Cr. Gibson, Cr. Campbell, Cr. Newell, and those against [is] Cr. 
O’May. Thank you. 
 
And the motion is carried. Thank you.   

 


